the final analysis use mental images to represent objects that are not mental. An element of approximation is unavoidable; light appears to be a continuous wave and also discrete particles. In the end a scientific theory is accepted not because it is 'true', whatever that may mean, but because it works and is useful. Some helpful rules have emerged. The prime test of a theory is that it should predict correctly. Secondly it must be consistent with the rest of science.
It must have, as Einstein! put it, both 'internal and external coherence'. A crucial experiment never verifies the 'correct' idea in any absolute sense; Popper/ argues that its most valuable function is to falsify the wrong idea. The successful theory will itself be discarded if new facts come to light which rule it out. Thus science advances by making progressively better approximations to reality. Pythagoras is constant for eternity; Science is an asymptotic variable.
In the past, statistics was regarded as mathematics rather than science. Certainly pure mathematics has always played a crucial role. Pascal, Fermat and Bernouilli applied the techniques developed in pure mathematics to predicting the behaviour of dice. That was the start and Neyman" shows that later developments have followeda similar route. However, mathematics has not succeeded in formulating a fundamental theory of probability. Fisherv" wrestled with this problem for more than 10 years. The distinguished mathematician Littlewood" concludes that neither the frequency theory of probability, nor any of the others, is satisfactory in a strictly mathematical sense; they cannot be rigorously proved in the way that Euclid's theorems are proved.
Should we therefore use the modern computer to test statistics by experiment? Littlewood rejects experimental proof because false theories can give correct predictions. This objection is valid in pure mathematics when logic provides a more conclusive proof than empirical evidence. But in statistics, if mathematical proof fails us, surely experimental proof is the next best option. It may not be possible to justify the scientific method by formal logic, but we owe to it everything that distinguishes our world from the Dark Ages. If a satisfactory mathematical theory of probability is ever created then it will prevail. But meanwhile there seems a strong case for regarding statistics not so much as mathematics, but more as an exact science, akin to physics. The ultimate court of appeal is not the reductio ad absurdum, but the crucial experiment.
There is a second, more fundamental, reason why statistics should be subject to the same discipline 0141-0768/90/ 030136-02/$02.00/0 © 1990 The Royal Society of Medicine as science. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that a satisfactory mathematical theory of probability were produced could we then say that it must apply in the real world? In the light of modern physics, that seems uncertain. Einstein considered it profoundly mysterious that ideas created wholly in the mind should have any relevance at all to external realityyet Euclidian geometry works very well on the terrestrial scale. But it fails on the astronomical scale where the geometry of Riemann fits better. 'As far as the propositions of mathematics refer to reality they are not certain; as far as they are certain they do not refer to reality.'? It follows that even if a statistical theory were mathematically perfect it would not necessarily give the right answer in real life -only observation can settle that.
Certainly statistics merits study for its own sakethe grandeur of the central limit theorem alone would justify that. But it is not only pure mathematics. It is also needed in real life and these areas must be answerable to the same rules as science. The risk with mathematics is that as ideas become more abstract they may at some point detach from reality, leading to decades of theoretical argument. It is then a useful discipline to translate the mathematics into words and visual images and, if necessary, into a computer simulation. Abstract ideas come more sharply into focus when translated into real terms. Any significance test which fails this challenge should, in our view, be discarded. Pure mathematics need not apply to real life, but statistics does have that duty. These conclusions apply to Fisher's Exact Test, for example''.
The sceptical doctor can easily reassure himself that the significance tests he commonly uses are verifiable -experimental P values, from computer simulations, confirm the predictions. But there are debateable areas. Two examples illustrate the point, one simple, the other complex: (1) Some statisticians, arguing from the method of maximum likelihood, conclude that the standard variance formula should have n as denominator, not n-l, But experiment shows that only n-l gives the right answer. All that is needed is an inexpensive home computer and a simple programme of six lines.
Ifthe variance is found, not from a sample, but from the whole population then n is right. Or, ifthe formula for computing the variance uses, not the sample mean, but the true mean for the whole population then again n is right. These potentially confusing assertions become clear with the corresponding simulations. (2) Finding the curve of best fit for non-linear functions by the method of least squares, using Taylor's Theorem, surely ranks as a triumph of pure mathematics. It works extremely well for high quality data. But it may fail if the variance is rather large. The theory assumes that if the data are Gaussian then the derived parameters will likewise follow a symmetric distribution. Computer simulations show this to be true in general, but as the variance of the simulated data is increased so the results may begin to skew and the mean values to deviate from what is predicted. In such cases the simulation is valuable in three ways: it shows which mathematical assumption is unsound. It shows how much larger n must be to get it right. If n cannot be increased the simulation itself enables a reasonably accurate correction to be applied. In passing it provides an elegant demonstration of the central limit theorem. The method can be adapted to any non-linear function by differentiating the basic equation and Barlow? shows that it can be safely used by those who lack the benefit of expert statistical help. Nevertheless there is much to be said for crosschecking the mathematics against a computer simulation. The simulations needed to check complex equations are surprisingly simple. One caveat is needed. An efficient random number generator is essential and those provided on some computers are not adequate; we advocate that of Wichmann & Hill!".
Computer simulations can sometimes solve problems which resist mathematical analysis. The experimental P values are generally correct to two figures, which is more accurate than some approximations commonly used in significance testing. Teaching statistics will be revolutionized, especially for those who do not find mathematics easy -abstract ideas become more concrete. In the past statistics required long exercises in elementary algebra; computer programmes make this superfluous, leaving doctors free to think about the underlying logic. This should reduce the number of howlers published.
Lastly the aesthetic factor is important. W H Auden said he could not define poetry but he recognized it from his symptoms. We suggest that the effect results from the landscape we know resonating, as it were, with the image created by the artist. In the same way a computer simulation may seem banal in itself, but is transfigured by the underlying equation -each illuminates the other. Even so dedicated a pure mathematician as G H Hardy!' concedes that the beauty of a theorem may be enhanced if it is seen in relation to the real world. 'One thing I have learned in a long life: that all our science, measured against reality, is primitive and child-like -and yet it is the most precious thing we have. '12 
